I N S I DE R C O L L E C T I O N

WELCOME

TO THE KUALA LUMPUR
INSIDER COLLECTION
Truly memorable meetings and events with authentic local flavour –
that is the inspiration behind the InterContinental Insider Collection.
Our network of hotels and resorts is global; our knowledge and
expertise local, giving planners guaranteed choice, range and depth to
add to any meeting or conference. Each hotel offers its own bespoke
selection of services which are firmly rooted in their location and are
responsibly guided by our partnership with National Geographic’s
Centre for Sustainable Destinations.
The options are limitless, the local knowledge rich, the service
professional and faultless, the delegate experience enriching and
rewarding every time.
Sample for yourself some of our wonderful Kuala Lumpur
experiences.
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I N S I DE R C O L L E C T I O N

INSIDER LOC ATIONS
Choose an InterContinental venue for your event and a world of possibilities opens up. As locals, your hotel team
holds the key to a side of your locality tourists never see. What and who they know gives you an exclusive mix of
authentic venues and experiences to play with.
INSIDER SPEAKERS
Bring your event to life with an inspirational speaker – someone who can really strike a chord with your delegates
and enrich their experience beyond measure. Fascinating and engaging, motivating Insider Speakers range from
celebrities and cultural experts to sporting heroes. Whatever their passion, they all have a local connection and
you will discover that their unique insights and local know-how make your event one to remember.
INSIDER COMMUNITY
There’s nothing quite like immersing yourself in the community to gain an added depth and understanding to your
experience in a new destination. Insider Community has been designed to benefit local people and create truly
memorable and meaningful experiences for your delegates too.
INSIDER INTERACTIONS
This team-building experience will help your delegates connect with each other as never before. Using the unique
character, heritage or geography of your destination to inspire interaction, each experience, whether based on or
off-site offer an original way to engage delegates and motivate them to build effective working relationships.
INSIDER BREAKS
With Insider Collection even your breaks are fulfilling experiences. From serving up a delicious lunch of provincial
dishes for a taste of regional cuisine to spending some quality time with your Concierge team to get their best
insider tips, a few minutes out of your busy schedule becomes a whole experience in itself.
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ENRICHING EXPERIENCES
FOR OUR GUESTS AND
OUR ENVIRONMENT
We believe that a responsible meeting is not only what you experience in the
meeting room but also knowing that your hotel respects the destination around it.
We’re proud to partner with the leaders in geotourism, the National Geographic
Center for Sustainable Destinations. Our ambition is that guests enjoy enriching
experiences that reveal what makes a place truly special – its heritage, culture and
tradition – and the importance of protecting it.
At InterContinental we use a holistic approach to being a responsible business:
to work from the grass roots up, recognising each individual hotel team as the
experts best placed to use their local knowledge for developing community and
environmental initiatives that meet the specific needs of the destination.
This Insider Collection gives delegates access to some of these unique experiences,
and for those meetings that stay in the meeting room, you can be assured our
hotel is working behind the scenes to protect what is special about the place for
3 of 3
Contact us for pricing specific to your group.
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I NS I D E R L O C AT I O N S

MEETING EXPERIENCES HAVE
NEVER BEEN MORE UNIQUE
Located on top of Robson Hill off Jalan Syed Putra, the Thean
Hou Temple is one of the largest Chinese temples in South-East
Asia. Featuring spectacular dragon-inspired columns and
intricate rooftops, decorative beams, calligraphic couplets and
historic murals, it is an ideal destination for delegates who wish
to explore authentic Malaysian culture and heritage.
Built and worshipped by the Hainanese community, the
descendents of migrants from the Chinese Island of Hainan, the
temple honours the Goddess Tian Hou (the heavenly mother).
Annually, over 100 cultural festivals and celebrations are hosted
by the garden and in the spacious convention hall designed with
an oriental theme, accommodating up to 1, 000 delegates.
With its cultural and historical significance, this magnificent venue
provides an unforgettable setting for dinners and meetings,
leaving delegates with enriching memories of Kuala Lumpur.
1 of 3
Contact us for pricing specific to your group.
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I NS I D E R L O C AT I O N S

INDULGE IN CULTURE
THE MALAYSIAN WAY
Located in the heart of the city centre of Kuala Lumpur,
Kraftangan Malaysia serves as a comprehensive cultural centre
that symbolises Malaysia’s identity, offering the entire spectrum of
traditional arts, crafts and cultural activities.
Showcasing the beauty and diversity of Malaysia’s culture, the
complex houses the craft museum, an exhibition gallery, stage
for live performances, souvenir and craft shops and a restaurant
serving classical Malay cuisine. Delegates gain the lifetime
opportunity to touch and acculturate themselves in batik drawing,
wood carving and pottery making.
Be fascinated by the design of Panggung Sari Utama that is
characterised by the aesthetic elements and engravings found on
the traditional Malay palace. To enhance delegates’ experience,
we can arrange private cocktail receptions, with the option of live
entertainment for an unforgettable evening.
2 of 3
Contact us for pricing specific to your group.
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I NS I D E R L O C AT I O N S

MEETINGS WITH A
360 DEGREE VIEW OF
KUALA LUMPUR CITY
Kuala Lumpur Tower is an iconic destination and a magnificent
centrepiece of Kuala Lumpur city. The South East Asia tallest
building is located within a reserved forest and surrounded by
must-visit shopping and entertainment destinations.
Immerse delegates in memorable dining, networking and meeting
experiences with spectacular views of Kuala Lumpur skylines,
and also catching a beautiful sunset in the evenings at the height
of 288m above ground level. Impress them with exhilarating 360
degree views over the city at the open air sky deck while enjoying
the cool breeze.
Visit the 1 Malaysia Cultural Village and walk-through Malaysia’s
unique replicas of traditional “kampung” houses for enriched local
experiences.
3 of 3
Contact us for pricing specific to your group.
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I NS I D E R S P E A K E R S

SPICE UP YOUR MEETINGS
WITH HARITH ISKANDER
Harith Iskander is one of Malaysia’s most talented and wellrounded entertainers, best known as the Godfather of Stand-up
Comedy in Malaysia. Since 1991, Harith has performed ‘live’ at
hundreds of shows and entertained thousands of Malaysians and
foreigners with his unique and original material.
Inject some humour and liven up your meetings or conferences
with Harith who has recently been awarded Asia’s Best Standup Comedian (Top of Asia Award 2014) and your delegates will
surely enjoy the appeal of trying different and outside of the
typical meetings experience. Sit back and enjoy 30 minutes worth
of well-crafted, hilarious stories or go for inspirational yet funny
talks that would help your delegates chip away at their mental
blocks. It’s a session that will leave them with a truly unforgettable
meeting experience.
1 of 2
Contact us for pricing specific to your group.
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I NS I D E R S P E A K E R S

RESTORING BALANCE IN
LIFE THROUGH FENG SHUI
Both a science and an art, Feng Shui taps into the cosmic energies
of Qi to appraise a person’s life through observation and analysis
of the surrounding environment. Founder of the Master Academy
of Chinese Metaphysics and the global bestselling author with
more than 160 books published, Master Joey Yap will share on
rigorous investigation, interpretation and practical application of
Feng Shui solutions that can readily be implemented, taking into
account modern living needs.
Unlike other Feng Shui gurus, Master Joey Yap’s Feng Shui audits
are based upon the classical methods and systems of Feng Shui
including San Yuan, San He, Ba Zhai and Xuan Kong. Get an
insight into harnessing Qi and harmonising the forces of life and
the environment through the study and practice of authentic
Feng Shui.
2 of 2
Contact us for pricing specific to your group.
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INSIDER COMMUNITY

RECONNECTING WITH
NATURE THROUGH
TREE PLANTING
Founded in 1929, the Forest Research Institute Malaysia (FRIM)
is one of the foremost institutions in tropical forestry research
globally. FRIM offers visitors numerous interesting attractions
and fun yet challenging activities including camping, team building
picnic sites, nature trails, and a waterfall.
Make a difference and reward the team by taking them out
to reconnect with nature through tree planting activities.
Planting trees with teammates can mean so much more than
just a physical exercise in the forest, it is an opportunity to give
something back to the environment, contribute to mitigate
climate change and restore ecological balance. Guided by a team
of forest rangers, delegates will be introduced to the tree species
and right techniques of planting. Experience an eco-friendly way
of team get together whilst contributing to a greener earth.
1 of 2
Contact us for pricing specific to your group.
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INSIDER COMMUNITY

BECOME A ZOO KEEPER
FOR A DAY
Are you a wildlife lover and have a wish to oil the wheels of
wildlife conservation efforts? National Zoo of Malaysia
(Malay: Zoo Negara) is home to 5,137 animals of 476 species
and has transformed itself to an open concept zoo with over
90% of its animals kept in spacious exhibits with landscape
befitting its nature.
Critical to protecting wildlife are the people. Work hand in hand
with the zoo personnel to learn and understand their needs and
social behaviour, building a closer relation between human and
wildlife. Delegates get a once in a lifetime opportunity to get up
close and personal with the animals and enjoy unique insight into
the day-to-day life of the zoo keepers. Lend them a helping hand
in providing daily care for the animals including exhibit cleaning,
food preparation, animal behavioural enrichment activities and
other maintenance works for the zoo, while creating valuable
memories that will last forever.
2 of 2
Contact us for pricing specific to your group.
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I N S I D E R I N T E R A C T I O NS

CRAFTING CREATIVITY:
TRADITIONAL PEWTER
MAKING WITH A SPLASH OF
MODERNITY
Started in 1885, Royal Selangor is one of the oldest and most wellknown names in the pewter industry. Internationally acclaimed for
its commitment to innovative designs and fine craftsmanship, Royal
Selangor has received many awards such as the 1997 Gift of the
Year Award from the Giftware Association of the United Kingdom
and the 2002 Red Dot Award for Product Design from Germany’s
Design Zentrum.
To truly experience pewter as a living craft, delegates get the
opportunity to create their own souvenir, a pewter dish using traditional
wooden moulds and mallets, similar to those used by pewter smiths
more than 100 years ago. Under the watchful eye of the experienced
instructor, bring out the artist in them and experience fundamental
pewter crafting processes – casting, polishing and decorating, with
options to create something freehand as a unique momento of their
visit to take home.

1 of 3
Contact us for pricing specific to your group.
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I N S I D E R I N T E R A C T I O NS

UNLEASHING CREATIVITY
THROUGH BATIK PAINTING
Known as a national symbol and heritage of Malaysia, batik is an
ancient art form that makes patterns with a special tool called
“canting” on fabrics such as cotton or silk, using a wax-resist
dyeing technique. Malaysian batik is renowned for its motifs that
reflect the flora and fauna painted in vibrant colours.
Guided by our master artisans, you will be taught step by step
to create your own masterpiece or combine few batik paintings
into a big batik masterpiece. Unleash the creative side of you
and customise the drawings with any design, logo or slogan for a
more personalised batik painting experience.

2 of 3
Contact us for pricing specific to your group.
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I N S I D E R I N T E R A C T I O NS

AUTHENTIC COOKING
WITH THE CULINARY MASTER,
CHEF RAZAK
Abdul Razak is classically trained with more than 20 years
extensive experience and has previously cooked for the Fourth
Prime Minister of Malaysia, Tun Dr. Mahathir Mohamad and some
Malaysian state rulers.
With his culinary innovation, Chef Razak creatively combines
Western and Asian flavours into the Malaysian cuisine with
a focus on a refreshing and enticing palate presented in
modern styles.
Join the hands-on cooking class where delegates will be exposed
to the secrets of Malaysian cooking, including the rich spices and
ingredients used in multi-ethnic recipes that relishes authentic
flavours and aromas. Work at designated workstations whilst
Chef Razak will demonstrate steps in preparing five star
quality dishes. Indulge in the unique gourmet experience for
unforgettable memories.
3 of 3
Contact us for pricing specific to your group.
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INSIDER BREAKS

ROTI JALA LACED PANCAKE WITH
CHICKEN CURRY
Literally translates to ‘net bread’ in Malay, roti jala is named for its
lacy pattern that resembles fishing net. The bright yellow colour
comes from the infusion of turmeric powder into the batter of
flour, egg and coconut milk. Similar to crepes texture, these lacy
pancakes were swirled quickly in circular motion on a hot plate
with a special ladle with five-hole perforation.
Upon removal from the hot plate, the roti is rolled up and
served as an excellent accompaniment to rich gravy dishes such
as chicken curry. Popular during the Muslim fasting month of
Ramadan and social gatherings, this traditional Malaysian dish is
commonly found at Malay hawker stalls or restaurants.

1 of 2
Contact us for pricing specific to your group.
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INSIDER BREAKS

NASI LEMAK - FRAGRANT
COCONUT RICE WITH BEEF
RENDANG MINANG STYLE
Nasi lemak is a typical breakfast for most Malaysians. In Malay
language it means “fatty rice” derived from the fragrant rice
that was cooked with pandan (screwpine leaves) and coconut
cream resulting in rich and creamy rice grain. Traditional nasi
lemak is not complete without the condiments which normally
include fried anchovies, roasted peanuts, hard-boiled egg,
fresh cucumber slices and most importantly, the sambal
(dried chilli paste).
The exciting choices served today include signature chicken or
beef rendang (spiced meat in coconut milk) or sambal sotong
(spicy cuttlefish). Most of the time, nasi lemak is wrapped and
served in banana leaf to enhance its aroma and flavours.
2 of 2
Contact us for pricing specific to your group.
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I N S I DE R C O L L E C T I O N

THANK YOU

Contact us to learn more about the
InterContinental Kuala Lumpur Insider Collection
and how we can help you create a truly memorable
experience with authentic local flavour.
Whichever Insider Collection experience is right for you,
you can be assured that it reflects the best principles of
Responsible Business, a commitment demonstrated by our
partnership with the National Geographic Centre for
Sustainable Destinations.
Email address: cateringsales@intercontinental-kl.com.my
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